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Stochastic Multi-armed Bandit Problems

N options with unknown mean rewards mi

the obtained reward is corrupted by noise

distribution of noise is known ∼ N (0, σ2
s )

can play only one option at a time

Objective: maximize expected cumulative reward until time THover et al. 1447
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Fig. 1. The Bluefin–MIT hovering autonomous underwater vehi-
cle (HAUV).

Table 1. Specifications of major HAUV components.

Dimensions 1 m × 1 m × 0.45 m (l × w× h)
Dry weight 79 kg
Battery 1.5 kWh lithium-ion
Thrusters 6, rotor-wound
IMU sensor Honeywell HG1700
Depth sensor Keller pressure
Imaging sonar Sound Metrics 1.8 MHz DIDSON
Doppler velocity RDI 1200 kHz Workhorse;

also provides four range beams
Camera 1380× 1024 pixel, 12-bit CCD
Lighting 520 nm (green) LED
Processor 650 MHz PC104
Optional tether 150 m long, 5 mm diameter

(fiber-optic)

IMU does have a magnetic compass, we do not use it in
close proximity to steel structures. The DVL is oriented in
one of two main configurations:

1. DVL normal to and locked onto the hull at a range of
1–2 m; horizontal and vertical strips following the hull
are the most common trajectories.

2. DVL pointing down and locked onto the seafloor; arbi-
trary trajectories in three-space are possible.

In HULS, for the first configuration the DIDSON imag-
ing sonar (described more fully below and in a later sec-
tion) and the DVL are mounted on a single servo-controlled
pitching tray. The DIDSON is additionally mounted on a
yaw servo. This allows for the DVL to stay normal to the
hull, the condition of best performance. Assuming that the
hull is locally smooth, then the DIDSON imaging volume
intersects the hull symmetrically, and its grazing angle is
controlled through the yaw servo; see Figure 2. For bottom-
lock navigation with HULS, we physically mount the DVL
to the bottom of the pitch tray, and fix the tray at ninety
degrees up. Then the yaw servo can point the DIDSON fan
at any pitch angle from horizontal to 90◦ up.

Camera footprint

Sonar footprint

HAUV

Fig. 2. Depiction of the sensor field of view for the imaging sonar
and monocular camera during open-area, hull-locked inspection.
Note that the two sensors concurrently image different portions of
the hull. The footprint of the DVL’s four beams is approximately
the same as that shown for the camera.

The DIDSON and the monocular camera system
(Figure 2) are the HAUV’s two primary sensors for per-
ception, and both are integrated into our real-time SLAM
framework. The DIDSON has a 29◦ width, comprised of
96 separate beams (Belcher et al. 2001, 2002). We use it
extensively in both its ‘imaging’ (Figure 3(b)) and ‘profil-
ing’ (Figure 3(c)) modes, which are really descriptions of
the vertical aperture: 28◦ in the former, and about 1◦ in the
latter. Functionally, the imaging mode is akin to side-scan
sonar where protrusions from a flat surface, viewed at an
appropriate grazing angle, are easily picked out by the
human eye. Profiling mode provides a much narrower scan
with no ambiguity, and thus can be used to create point
clouds in three-space. We typically run the DIDSON at
5 fps.
The monocular camera system complements the DID-

SON, and the HAUV supports two different configurations
for it: an ‘underwater’ mode (Figure 4(a)) and a ‘periscope”
mode (Figure 4(b)). In underwater mode, the camera pitches
with the DVL to keep an approximately nadir view to the
hull—this results in continuous image coverage regardless
of hull curvature. In periscope mode, the camera is mounted
on top of the HAUV at a fixed angle of 60◦ up, so that the
camera protrudes above the water when the vehicle is near
the surface. This provides above-water hull features that are
useful for navigation, even when water turbidity conditions
are very poor. In both configurations, we typically run the
camera at 2–3 fps.
The vehicle’s main processor integrates the DVL, IMU,

and depth sensor, and provides low-level flight control. The
payload sensors and our real-time mapping and control
algorithms communicate with it through a backseat control
interface. These functions can be carried out by a second
computer onboard, or, as in our development, on a sepa-
rate computer connected to the vehicle through a fiber optic
tether.

3. Integrated SLAM navigation and control
One of the main challenges of fielding a free-swimming
hull inspection vehicle is navigation over a period of
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Ship-hull inspection (Hover et al. ’12)
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Search for source of oil spillage
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(Figure 2) are the HAUV’s two primary sensors for per-
ception, and both are integrated into our real-time SLAM
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the surface. This provides above-water hull features that are
useful for navigation, even when water turbidity conditions
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The vehicle’s main processor integrates the DVL, IMU,

and depth sensor, and provides low-level flight control. The
payload sensors and our real-time mapping and control
algorithms communicate with it through a backseat control
interface. These functions can be carried out by a second
computer onboard, or, as in our development, on a sepa-
rate computer connected to the vehicle through a fiber optic
tether.

3. Integrated SLAM navigation and control
One of the main challenges of fielding a free-swimming
hull inspection vehicle is navigation over a period of
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N options with unknown mean rewards mi

the obtained reward is corrupted by noise

distribution of noise is known ∼ N (0, σ2
s )

can play only one option at a time

Objective: maximize expected cumulative reward until time T

Equivalently: Minimize the cumulative regret

Cumulative Regret =
T∑

t=1

(
mmax −mit

)
.

mmax = max mean reward it = arm picked at time t
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Best possible performance and State of the art

Lai-Robbins Bound

Cumulative Regret ≥ Kmin logT , T = Horizon length

Upper confidence bound algorithm (Auer et al.’00)

play each option once, then at each time t pick arm

argmax
i

m̂t
i︸︷︷︸

frequentist estimator

+ C t
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uncertainty measure

Cumulative Regret ≤ Kucb logT for bounded rewards
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Features of Human Decision Making in MAB Tasks
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Cohen, McClure & Yu ’07

1 Familiarity with the environment

Wilson et al. ’11, ’14, Cohen et al. ’07

2 Information bonus:

Qi︸︷︷︸
value

= ∆Ri︸︷︷︸
reward gain

+ A︸︷︷︸
info bonus

· ∆Ii︸︷︷︸
info gain

3 Decision noise: Directed v/s random exploration

4 Information bonus and noise are sensitive to task horizon

Acuña and Schrater ’10

5 Humans learn environment correlation structure
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Spatially Embedded Gaussian Multi-armed Bandits

reward at option i ∼ N (mi , σ
2
s )

prior on reward surface m ∼ N (µ0,Σ0)

spatial structure captured through Σ0, e.g., σ0
ij = σ0 exp(−dij/λ) M

ea
n
R
ew

ar
d
S
u
rf
ac
e

Mean reward surface

Inference Algorithm: Kalman Filter

φt = indicator vector of the arm selected at time t

rt = reward obtained at time t

Posterior Precision: Λt =
φtφ

T
t

σ2
s

+ Λt−1, Σt = Λ−1
t

Posterior Mean: µt = rtφt + Λt−1µt−1

Reverdy, Srivastava, and Leonard. Modeling human decision making in generalized Gaussian multiarmed bandits. Proc IEEE, 2014
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The UCL Algorithm

Upper Credible Limit (UCL) Algorithm

value of option i at time t =
(

1− 1

Kt

)
-upper credible limit:

Qt
i = µti︸︷︷︸

exploit

+ σti Φ−1
(

1− 1

Kt

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
explore

µti = posterior mean (σti )2 = posterior variance

pick option with maximum value Qt
i at each time

for uninformative priors:

Cumulative Regret ≤ Kucl logT + o(logT )
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Stochastic UCL Algorithm and Human Decision-Making

Stochastic Upper Credible Limit (UCL) Algorithm:

pick option i with probability ∝ exp(Qt
i /υt), υt = ν/ log(t)

similar performance can be established

Human Decision-Making

1 Familiarity with the environment

2 Information bonus

3 Decision noise

4 Horizon effects

5 Environmental structure

Stochastic UCL Algorithm

1 Bayesian prior

2 Upper credible limit

3 Softmax

4 Parameter K affecting credible set

5 Correlated bandits
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Does stochastic UCL algorithm
explain human experiment data?
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Bandit Experiment with Human Subjects: What Accounts for Expertise?

Data from Amazon Mechanical Turk bandit experiment

10× 10 spatial grid of N = 100 options

Given T = 90 trials: insufficient time to explore whole space

Global mean reward ≈ 30, Maximum mean reward = 60
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Stochastic UCL as a model for human subjects

Prior: N (µ01N ,Σ0), (Σ0)ij = σ2
0 exp(−dij/λ)

Model parameters: (µ0, λ, σ0, υ)
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Animal Foraging and Multiarmed Bandits

Lévy flight model

33

the search to perform such fast but non reactive phases? Is it possible, by properly tuning the kinetic parameters of
trajectories (such as the durations of each of the two phases) to minimize the search time? We develop in what follows
a systematic analytical study of intermittent random walks in one, two and three dimensions and fully characterize
the optimal regimes. Overall, this systematic approach allows us to identify robust features of intermittent search
strategies. In particular, the slow phase that enables detection is often hard to characterize experimentally. Here we
propose and study three distinct modelings for this phase, which allows us to assess to which extent our results are
robust and model independent. Our analysis covers in details intermittent search problems in one, two and three
dimensions and is aimed at giving a quantitative basis – as complete as possible – to model real search problems
involving intermittent searchers.

We first define the model and introduce the methods. Then we summarize the results for the search problem in
dimension one, two and three, for di!erent types of motion in the slow phase. Eventually we synthesize the results in
the table I where all cases, their di!erences and similarities are gathered. This table finally leads us to draw general
conclusions.

B. Model and notations

1. Model

We consider an intermittent searcher that switches between two phases. The switching rate !1 (resp. !2) from
phase 1 to phase 2 (resp. from phase 2 to phase 1) is time-independent, which assumes that the searcher has no
temporal memory and implies an exponential distribution of durations of each phase i of mean "i = 1/!i.

phase 2

V

a

phase 1

k

phase 2

V

phase 1

Da

phase 1

V

phase 2

a vl

Static mode Di!usive mode Ballistic mode

Figure 21 The three di!erent descriptions of phase 1 (the phase with detection), here represented in two dimensions.

Phase 1 denotes the phase of slow motion, during which the target can be detected if it lies within a distance
from the searcher which is smaller than a given detection radius a, which is the maximum distance within which the
searcher can get information about target location. We propose 3 di!erent modelings of this phase, in order to cover
various real life situations (see figure 21).

• In the “static mode”, the searcher is immobile, and detects the target with probability per unit time k if it lies
at a distance less than a.

• In the second modeling, called the “di!usive mode”, the searcher performs a continuous di!usive motion, with
di!usion coe"cient D, and finds immediately the target if it lies at a distance less than a.

• In the last modeling, called the “ballistic mode”, the searcher moves ballistically in a random direction with
constant speed vl and reacts immediately with the target if it lies at a distance less than a. We note that this
mode is equivalent to the model of Lévy walks searches proposed in Viswanathan et al. (1999), except for the
law of the time between reorientations (see section II.A). It was shown that for destructive search, i.e. targets
that cannot be revisited, the optimal strategy is obtained for a straight ballistic motion, without reorientations
(see section II.A). In what follows it is shown that if another motion, “blind” (i.e. without detection) but with
higher velocity is available, there are regimes outperforming the straight line strategy.

Some comments on these di!erent modelings of the slow phase 1 are to be made. First, these three modes schematically
cover experimental observations of the behavior of animals searching for food (Bell, 1991; O’Brien et al., 1990), where
the slow phases of detection are often described as static, random or with slow velocity. Several real situations
are also likely to involve a combination of two modes. For instance the motion of a reactive particle in a cell not

Intermittent search model

4

Figure 1 Illustration of intermittent reaction paths by an every-day life example of search problem. The searcher looks for a
target. The searcher alternates fast relocation phases, which are not reactive as they do not allow for target detection, and
slow reactive phases which permit target detection.

which will be made.

1. Searching with or without cues

Although in essence in a search problem the target location is unknown and cannot be found from a rapid inspection
of the search domain, in practical cases there are often cues which restrict the territory to explore, or give indications
on how to explore it. We can quote the very classical example of chemotaxis (Berg, 2004), which keeps arising interest
in the biological and physical communities (see for example Kafri and Da Silveira (2008); Tailleur and Cates (2008);
Yuzbasyan et al. (2003)). Bacteria like E.coli swim with a succession of “runs” (approximately straight moves) and
“tumbles” (random changes of direction). When they sense a gradient of chemical concentration, they swim up or
down the gradient by adjusting their tumbling rate : when the environment is becoming more favorable, they tumble
less, whereas they tumble more when their environment is degrading. This behavior results in a bias towards the most
favorable locations of high concentration of chemoattractant which can be as varied as salts, glucose, amino-acids,
oxygen, etc... More recently it has been shown that a similar behavior can also be triggered by other kinds of external
signals such as temperature gradients (Maeda et al., 1976; Salman and Libchaber, 2007; Salman et al., 2006) or light
intensity (Sprenger et al., 1993).

Chemotactic search requires a well defined gradient of chemoattractant, and is therefore applicable only when the
concentration of cues is su!cient. On the contrary, at low concentrations cues can be sparse, or even discrete signals
which do not allow for a gradient based strategy. It is for example the case of animals sensing odors in air or water
where the mixing in the potentially turbulent flow breaks up the chemical signal into random and disconnected patches
of high concentration. Vergassola et al. (2007) proposed a search algorithm, which they called ’infotaxis’, designed
to work in this case of sparse and fluctuating cues. This algorithm, based on a maximization of the expected rate of
information gain produces trajectories such as ’zigzagging’ and ’casting’ paths which are similar to those observed in
the flight of moths (Balkovsky and Shraiman, 2002).

In this review we focus on the extreme case where no cue is present that could lead the searcher to the target. This
assumption applies to targets which can be detected only if the searcher is within a given detection radius a which
is much smaller than the typical extension of the search domain. In particular this assumption clearly covers the
case of search problems at the scale of chemical reactions, and more generally the case of searchers whose motion is
independent of any exterior cue that could be emitted by the target.

2. Systematic vs random strategies

Whatever the scale, the behavior of a searcher relies strongly on his ability, or incapability, to keep memories of his
past explorations. Depending on the searcher and on the space to explore, such kind of spatial memory can play a
more or less important role (Moreau et al., 2009a). In an extreme case the searcher, for instance human or animal,
can have a mental map of the exploration space and can thus perform a systematic search. Figure 2 presents several
systematic patterns : lawn-mower, expanding square, spiral (for more patterns, see for example Champagne et al.
(2003)). These type of search have been extensively studied, in particular for designing e!cient search operated by
humans (Dobbie, 1968; Stone, 1989).

In the opposite case where the searcher has low – or no – spatial memory abilities the search trajectories can be
qualified as random, and the theory of stochastic processes provides powerful tools for their quantitative analysis

decision mechanisms underlying such search models?

Optimal foraging theory

patch to visit?

patch residence time?

maximize benefit rate

foraging path in patch?

Spatial Multi-armed Bandits

arm to select?

duration at arm?

minimize transitions

path within arm?

Srivastava, Reverdy, and Leonard. Optimal Foraging and Multi-armed Bandits. Allerton Conf. 2013

Viswanathan et al. The Physics of Foraging: An Introduction to Random Searches and Biological Encounters. Cam. U Press 2011

Bénichou et al. Intermittent search strategies. Reviews of Modern Physics, 2011
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MAB Problem with Transition Costs

reward associated with arm i : N (mi , σ
2
s )

each transition from arm i to arm j costs cij

Block allocation strategy:

at allocation round (k, r)

Qkr
i = m̄kr

i +
σs√
nkri

Φ−1
(

1− 1

Ktkr

)

pick arm i∗ = argmaxQkr
i for the next block

Agrawal, Hedge, and Teneketzis. IEEE TAC ’88

20 21 22 23 24

k k

2k−1 2k 2�

T����frame fk

���� ����
transient

block
goal
block

2k−1

pij

select
option i

select
option j

2k

≤ k

τkr

20 21 22 23 24

2k−1 2k

k ≤ kk k

2k−1 2k 2�

T����frame fk

τk(r−1) ����
block r

Cumulative Regret ≤ Kbucl logT + o(logT )

E[# transitions to arm i ] ≤ Ktran log logT + o(log logT )
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Satisficing in the Mean Reward

(M, δ)−satisficing multiarmed bandit problem

satisfaction in mean reward at time t by the variable st , defined as

st =

{
1, if mit ≥M = satisfaction threshold

0, otherwise.

arm i is δ-sufficing in mean reward if

P[St = 1] ≥ (1− δ) = sufficiency threshold

expected satisficing regret at time t

Rt =

{
∆Mit , if P[St = 1] ≤ 1− δ,
0, otherwise.

∆Mi = max{0,M−mi}

Reverdy, Srivastava, and Leonard. Satisficing in Multi-armed Bandit Problems. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, August 2017.
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The Distributed MAB ProblemThe Cooperative MAB Problem

Cooperative Decision-making in Multiarmed Bandit Problem

N options with unknown mean rewards mi

M agents communicate over a connected undirected graph

Each agent can play only one option at a time

Each agent receives reward corrupted by Gaussian noise N (0,�2
s )

No interference/collisions among agents

Objective: maximize individual expected cumulative reward until time T

Goal: Understand the influence of graph structure on performance?

1 2

3

4

5

67

8

Anantharam, Varaiya, & Walrand. Asymptotically e�cient allocation rules for the multiarmed bandit problem with multiple plays- Part
I: I.I.D. rewards. Trans on Automatic Control, 1987

Anandkumar, Michael, Tang & Swami. Distributed algorithms for learning and cognitive medium access with logarithmic regret. Journal
on Sel. Areas in Comm., 2011

Kar, Poor, & Cui. Bandit problems in networks: Asymptotically e�cient distributed allocation rules. Conf. on Decision & Cont., 2011
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N options with unknown mean rewards mi

M decision-making agents with a
connected communication graph

Each agent can play only one option at a time

Rewards corrupted by Gaussian noise N (0, σ2
s )

No interference/collisions among agents

Goal: Distributed algorithms that maximize total expected cumulative reward

Anantharam et al Asymptotically efficient allocation rules for the multiarmed bandit problem with multiple plays. Trans on Auto Cntrl, 1987

Anandkumar et al. Distributed algorithms for learning and cognitive medium access with logarithmic regret. J. Sel. Areas Comm., 2011

Kar, Poor, & Cui. Bandit problems in networks: Asymptotically efficient distributed allocation rules. Conf. on Decision & Cont., 2011

Shahrampour, Rakhlin, and Jadbabaie. Multi-Armed Bandits in Multi-Agent Networks. ICASSP, 2017
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Distributed Estimation of Mean Rewards via Running Consensus

The Cooperative MAB Problem

Cooperative Decision-making in Multiarmed Bandit Problem

N options with unknown mean rewards mi

M agents communicate over a connected undirected graph

Each agent can play only one option at a time

Each agent receives reward corrupted by Gaussian noise N (0,�2
s )

No interference/collisions among agents

Objective: maximize individual expected cumulative reward until time T

Goal: Understand the influence of graph structure on performance?

1 2

3

4

5

67

8

Anantharam, Varaiya, & Walrand. Asymptotically e�cient allocation rules for the multiarmed bandit problem with multiple plays- Part
I: I.I.D. rewards. Trans on Automatic Control, 1987

Anandkumar, Michael, Tang & Swami. Distributed algorithms for learning and cognitive medium access with logarithmic regret. Journal
on Sel. Areas in Comm., 2011

Kar, Poor, & Cui. Bandit problems in networks: Asymptotically e�cient distributed allocation rules. Conf. on Decision & Cont., 2011
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n̂ki (t): k-th agent’s estimate of # selections of arm i

ŝki (t): estimate of average sum of reward from arm i

Update estimates via running consensus

For agent k at time t: φk(t) = indicator vector of chosen arm, rk(t) = reward

n̂ki (t + 1) =
∑

j∈nbhd(k)

pkj
(
n̂ji (t) + φji (t)

)

ŝki (t + 1) =
∑

j∈nbhd(k)

pkj
(
ŝ ji (t) + r j(t)φji (t)

)

Estimate of mean reward from arm i : µ̂k
i (t) =

ŝki (t)

n̂ki (t)

Landgren, S., & Leonard. On Cooperative Decision-Making in Multi-armed Bandits. ECC ’16.

Landgren, S., & Leonard. Distributed Cooperative Decision-Making in Multiarmed Bandits: Frequentist and Bayesian Algorithms. CDC ’16.
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Distributed UCB Algorithm

Initialization: Agent k selects each option once

Agent k estimates the value of option i

Qk
i = µ̂ki (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

exploit

+σs

√
g(t) · 2 log t

Mn̂ki (t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

explore

g(t) saturates to 1 as t →∞
Agent k selects option with maximum Qk

i

Cumulative Regret for all agents ≤ Kd-ucb logT+O(1)

E
x
p
t
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u
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t

Time

Agent 2
Agent 1

Agent 3
Agent 4

Cooperative UCB Algorithm

Initialization: Agent k selects each option once

Agent k estimates the value of option i

Qk
i = µ̂k

i (t)| {z }
exploit

+ �s

s
n̂k
i (t) + ✏kc
n̂k
i (t)

· 2 log t

Mn̂k
i (t)

| {z }
explore

Agent k selects option with maximum Qk
i

Cumulative regret of agent k

# selections of subopt arm i by agent k until time T satisfies

E[nk
i (T )]  ✏n + 2 +

⇣8�2
s (1 + ✏kc )

M�2
i

+ 1
⌘

log T

Drawbacks of the algorithm

computing ✏kc requires knowledge of global topology

Qk
i forces less central agents to explore more by design

1 2

3

4
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Recover performance of centralized agent for large T

Easy extension to Bayesian setting
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Conclusions and Future Directions

Conclusions

1 UCL algorithm for the correlated MAB problem

2 Stochastic UCL algorithm as a model for human decision-making

3 Human performance depends critically on assumptions on correlation scale

4 Satisficing as a model of bounded rationality

5 Cooperative UCB for collective decision-making in MAB problems

6 A metric to order nodes in terms of their performance

Future Directions

1 Reducing the communication burden

2 Interference in reward among agents and strategic decision-making

3 Analysis of social decision-making data
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Thanks for your attention!
Questions?
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